
PENEWO (Peoples Network) - the new social network is focused on connecting people by interests 

Slogan:    We connect 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

PENEWO is the new social network that, in addition to the functions of general social media focuses on connecting people. 
PENEWO users indicate their interests and are connected to others via a search engine.  

As a result, surfing behavior, for example, does not serve as the basis for information in the news feed! 

Beside a search by interests PENEWO consists of 2 important pages. The Penewo Profile (Penewo Page) and the News 
Feed (simply called News). 

 

PENEWO Pages (Profiles) 

It should be noted that the PENEWO profile has more the function of a webpage with everything that goes with it. It's 
pretty all encompassing. PENEWO calls it “Penewo Page”. 

 

Penewo Pages have the following attributes: 

- Web address for users 
- Electronic name card system 
- Incognito mode 
- Review settings 
- Message system 
- 2 different display modes for viewers 

Including these attributes the free Penewo Pages are superior to normal webpages. Penewo Pages are found through a 
search engine and this opens the door for an extended applicability: 

- Perfect for the presentation of business by any size (findable by search for products and services).  
Freelancers as an example are getting a functional free webpage presentation for mobile and desktop findable by 
a search for their service. 

- Very usable for scientists and institutes (findable by their area of science) 
- In private life people can connect to others by interests (example: baseball, cats - whatever) 
- Dating - Penewo pages represents people perfectly (example: cappuccino) 

Penewo Pages can be used by everyone for anything – “Areas of Interest”! - It is for anyone. 

 

PENEWO News Feed 

In addition there is the Penewo News Feed, where users get usual uploads from Friends and Follows but also through 
“Areas of Interests” defined by them. There is also a message system for to connect with other users. 

 

Overall PENEWO is an interesting and new alternative. Just have a look.  

https://www.penewo.com 


